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Author of “The Slums of Nightfall,” William Wright, Jr. has penned another accomplished book

of prose. ‘Rhythms of the Eternal Uprising,’ is a deeply reflective collection; the subject matter

very relevant and timely. The reader will be carried away by the artful way in which the pieces

flow from one to the next; however, it is the content which is compelling and reminiscent of

what it is to live in precarious times.The poet speaks of lessons unlearned and revisiting the

same subject matter as a society, referencing the darkest of times, when his people were,

“swinging from a noose.” Making the analogy of black banners and the call to action re-

awakened. “A true peddler of panic, with an arsenal of lies, home crumbles before your eyes,”

draws our attention to an apathetic society, with deep seated fears, prepared to do battle and

are beating their drums to this rhetoric.Throughout this book are threads of hope, springing

eternal. William Wright, Jr. spars within himself to believe in the overall goodness of humanity,

trying to maintain a balance between idealism and the reality of the present day. It is a call to

all of us to reflect, become our better selves and harken to positive change, finding the eternal

hope within us. I am moved by the moments of clarity and beauty in his method of juxtaposition

between dark times and confidence that we shall at long last, learn our lesson. This is not a

book to be taken lightly, for it is too precious a message to disregard.Brenda-Lee Ranta, author

of Myriad of Perceptions
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DedicationTo my family.You are the driving force behind every verse and line.

ForewordHe was supposed to be here before his birth in April 1991. He doesn’t know this. In

the waiting area of life and death his flight was diverted to allow take off for another plane. Our

grandfather. Then he arrived. He couldn’t know this, but after my grandfather’s departure, we

were waiting for him. We needed him. We awaited his arrival like a promised gift, full of wonder

and expectations. All our hopes for him to some degree must have made him feel

uncomfortable, but we meant no harm. We just loved the guy. We watched him with over

cautious eyes. Laughed often at his unexpected phrases. He was unique that way. He never

tried to be funny. But when he was it caught you off guard, made you laugh, and it felt intimate.

He was always catching us off guard. He didn’t converse much, but when he shared you

realized that you could be amongst a genius. My brother was a great diversion during times of

sorrow and regret, surprising us all the time with his knowledge, and use of words. Words that

he didn’t share too often.In his childhood, there was a lot of turbulence. His first year we all

witnessed the Rodney King beating and inevitably the Los Angeles Riots. The next year of his

life was the Waco massacre. Two years later the bombing of the federal building in Oklahoma

City. Tragedies in America continued throughout his childhood (and up into adulthood),

including the ultimate, the terrorist assault on America at the World Trade Center, The

Pentagon and on United Flight 93. That was 2001, he was 10. How does a child cope, when

throughout his formative years there has been nothing but one tragedy after the other? At his

age I can only recall one major event, the Challenger exploding and I only saw that live once,

repeated a few times more, news wasn’t like it is today. The repetitive collapse of the World

Trade Towers, the way they were continuously shown on television, as well as other

oversaturated events, can’t be good for a child.Inheriting an American that has been at war

since the time you are born has to suck. The joy and hope of the election of the first black

president, awe inducing. The slaughter of countless unarmed black men, personal. The

isolation of having the childhood where the world feels like it’s on its last spin when you have

siblings from different generations that experienced different, certainly must have shaped my

brother’s writing approach. It’s all there in his writing. He, in his work is exactly how he is in life.

He chooses words carefully, and labors over whether or not the combination of them are a right

fit. His precision reflects his thoughtfulness. Also another attribute of his that has been my

pleasure to experience. I personally recommend “What a Waste”. I can hear his inner dialogue



in the words of this poem. It speaks to me because I too dislike useless conversation from

pompous people. This poetry book in its entirety has a pulse ranging from 2 (meaning easily

palpable) to 4 (meaning aneurysmal). That’s right I am saying to some degree that he is about

to blow your mind. I’m not biased. He’s is an exceptional writer.- Casaundra Camille Robinson

PrefaceThis book is not meant to stoke the flames of an uprising. It is about the human spirit

and what it is capable of enduring. You’ll come across many poems with political messages,

but overall this book is about resisting self-doubt; facing your fears, and braving the ongoing

struggle to find peace, love, and fulfillment in times of uncertainty.
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There are beasts in the marrowAwaiting, black bannersTheir signalTo ravage and burnUntil life

perseveresIn its day breaking tollAs the ever-gilded guardSo watchful and immenseThere are

beasts in the marrowYearningFor the spoils of dawnEngulfed in their plotsPreservedIn the

catacombs of night

I am the pudgeOn an otherwiseFaultless formAn unwavering bulgeFor the worldTo dissectI’m a

labyrinth of stockpiled verbsComposed, of lost yearningsAn invisible thrashAn impossible

screamI have grown obsceneA glossy-eyed droolerWho lumbers chest-deepIn decay and

disorder

CatastropheToo oftenFalls from the lipsIn the heat of new panicTrue hustlers dispenseWe are

prone to dashFrom the rustling treesFrom their call to causeFrom the otherFrom the evils

abroadSo terror remainsA beast unslainSustained on our fearsAs it gorges and maimsAnd the

toll of our steeplesBecomes endlessEmpty, tiresome and dull



Black chariots scream on endAnd choke every roadTo uphold and disposeBloodshed is

forgottenIn the waft of broad stripesA beacon held highSo coveted in dreams abroadIn the hold

of broad stripesAre diminished young heartsWhere they’re molded in grimeIn our vise of

denialUnited we crumbleAs the cycle lives onAs we learn and unlearnIn our blinded, stride of

decay

Ideals have seized the dayHow they churn our mindsTo mulchSo the youth, will surpass us

allThrough the ruinsThrough our troubles long pastMay they climbFrom the tremor and grimeOf

these fear-ridden timesMay they nourish their wordsTo the full bloom of brillianceSo their own

may prosperInto cosmic gloryFrom the tragedy of our wantsFrom our lineage of quarrelThey’ll

climb and extinguishAll the unworthy chatter
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